Pot-Luck Barbecue

Norton's Woods

Wed. -- Aug. 1
6 P.M.

Join the community for an evening in the woods sponsored by our Norton's Woods Summer Nature Day Camp.

We'll provide hot dogs and grills. You bring a dish enough for your family and 5 other people. Bring beverages.

Invite the whole family! Come for games, fun, eats, trees. See the sandbox and the pond that the kids have made. Look at the gardens they've planted. Let's all enjoy the woods where the kids are having such fun!!!

SUMMER PROGRESS REPORT

NORTON'S WOODS-- we've built a sandbox, a pond, a birdhouse, planted gardens, visited a pond in Concord, the Arboretum and the Children's Zoo. New kids join every week.

PLAYGROUP-- Jeff Stern will begin as a new half-time teacher in Sept. Ann Harp is the new parent administrator.

AFTER-SCHOOL KINDERGARTEN-- The Community Schools room is taking shape. We've constructed a loft and are about to build storage cabinets. By fall it will be a multi-purpose, multi-level, lovely room. Come and see.

TRAVELING SCIENCE VAN-- we've blown bubbles, made Polaroid spinners, looked at X-rays, dissected fish, made bird feeders, played with optical illusions, made plaster casts and blue-print pictures and lots of other things. We come to Sacramento Field on Mon. and Thurs. from 10-12. The playgroup joins us. Why don't you?

SACRAMENTO FIELD

Mon. - 9-10 sports (baseball, shuffleboard, horseshoes, basketball, street hockey)
10-11:30 science van
11:30-1 sports
7-8:30 family volleyball
8:30-10 movies (courtesy of Polyarts)

Tues. - 9-1 sports
2-4 swimming

Wed. - trip day (we've been to Crane's Beach, Aquarium, Science Museum, Red Sox game, Mystic Lakes)

Thurs. - 9-10 sports
10-11:30 science van
11:30-1 sports
2-4 swimming

Friday - trip day
In case of rain, we meet at the school. There is still room for anyone else who wants to participate.